{ zomet , peleg } @cs . huj i . ac . il Mosaicing and super resolution are two ways to combine information from multiple frames in video sequences. Mosaicing displays the information of multiple frames in a single panoramic image, Super-resolution uses regions which appear in multiple frames to improve resolution and reduce noise. Simple combination of the two methods is problematic since the alignment used for mosaicing may not be accurate enough over the entire region for super resolution. In this paper we introduce a 2-step process: First we create a panoramic mosaic from the images. We then align small image regions to the panorama, and apply super resolution resulting in a panoramic image with higher resolution.
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Panoramic Mosaicing
Video sequences of a scene can be compactly represented in a single image using panoramic mosaicing. The images are projected onto a common manifold [7, 6, 5 , 3 , 81 to create a single panoramic image. See Fig. 1 . Two methods to construct a mosaic are: (i) combining the aligned images by a median, average etc. (ii) each region in the mosaic is taken only from one of the overlapping images. Method (i) requires accurate alignment over the entire image area, otherwise the resulting mosaic will be blurred. Method (ii) requires alignment only along the seams, but blending is necessary to conceal gain differences.
Super Resolution
Super-resolution algorithms take advantage of overlapping regions which appear in multiple frames. Using the image displacements, which should be computed with a subpixel accuracy, the multiple overlapping frames provide a dense sampling, and thus enable restoring high frequencies and improve resolution. There several methods to incorporate several overlapping images into a single high-resolution image. See [2, 4, 11 for further details. 
Combining Super Resolution and Mosaicing
Manifold mosaicing emphasizes image alignment in the seams between strips, whereas for super resolution algorithms alignment accuracy over the entire overlapping region is very important: image resolution can be improved only when an accurate alignment can be computed. Thus the image alignment for mosaicing may not be accurate enough for super resolution. We present a method for combining super resolution into manifold mosaicing even in cases where the alignment used for mosaicing may not be accurate over the overlapping regions. The proposed algorithm starts with creating the panorama using generalized strips [6, 51. As the first step in the super resolution algorithm, the panorama is expanded to the desired resolution using some image interpolation method (for example a bilinear interpolation). The resolution is enhanced using the following steps for each strip in the panorama: 1. All images containing this strip are collected, and the location of this strip in these images is computed using the parameters found at the initial image alignment step. 2. All overlapping frames are aligned to the strip in the panorama. This alignment is computed only for the strip and a small neighborhood, and may use a different align- Figure 2. A Panoramic mosaic with a detailed window before super resolution (a, b) and after super  resolution (c, d) . The camera motion included rotation and translation. ment model than used for mosaicing. For example, even when the mosaic algorithmuses a rigid alignment with only image translation and image rotation (3 parameters), the alignment in this step may use an affine model (6 parameters) or a homography (8 parameters). Since only a strip is aligned, and not the entire image, and since a more accurate model may be used, this alignment will be more accurate than the alignment used for mosaicing. 3. From all images aligned to the strip, images with poor quality or poor alignment are removed. Image quality may include sharpness, noise, dynamic range, and other quality criteria. 4. A super resolution algorithm [2] is applied to the strip using the selected images. The strip in the panorama is enhanced without changing the geometry of the panorama. The seams in the original panorama, the result of sampling artifacts, noise and gain differences, also disappear. An example is shown in Fig. 2 
Summary
Super resolution and panoramic mosaicing can be combined by using the enlarged panoramic image as the reference for registration. The resolution of a panoramic image is enhanced without distorting its geometric structure. This process also smoothes the seams without degradation in the image quality.
